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Abstract Global Address Space (GAS) programming models are attractive because they retain the easy-to-use addressing model that is the characteristic of shared-memory style
load and store operations. The scalability of GAS models
depends directly on the design and implementation of runtime libraries on the targeted platforms. In this paper, we
examine the memory requirement of a popular GAS runtime library, Aggregate Remote Memory Copy Interface
(ARMCI) on petascale Cray XT 5 systems. Then we de-
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scribe a new technique cooperative server clustering that
enhances the memory scalability of ARMCI communication
servers. In cooperative server clustering, ARMCI servers are
organized into clusters, and cooperatively process incoming
communication requests among them. A request intervention scheme is also designed to expedite the return of responses to the initiating processes. Our experimental results
demonstrate that, with very little impact on ARMCI communication latency and bandwidth, cooperative server clustering is able to significantly reduce the memory requirement
of ARMCI communication servers, thereby enabling highly
scalable scientific applications. In particular, it dramatically
reduces the total execution time of a scientific application,
NWChem, by 45% on 2400 processes.
Keywords PGAS · Cray XT5 · ARMCI

1 Introduction
GAS (Global Address Space) or PGAS (Partitioned Global
Address Space) models support data access to local and remote memory through a simple shared memory styled access. Because of the attractiveness of its simple data accesses, PGAS languages like Unified Parallel C (UPC) [17],
Co-Array Fortran (CAF) [5], and GAS libraries such as
Global Arrays (GA) Toolkit [6] are becoming increasingly
popular. Recently, a slightly different category of PGAS
model, termed Asynchronous Partitioned Global Address
space model, has emerged to add additional capabilities such
as remote method invocations. IBM’s X10 language [7] and
Asynchronous Remote Methods (ARM) [12] in UPC have
pioneered this new model.
All the above mentioned GAS languages and libraries use
the services of an underlying communication library (which
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we refer to as the GAS Runtime) for their communication
needs. GAS languages normally use this runtime as a compilation target to do the data transfers on distributed memory architectures. They have a translation layer that translates a memory access to a corresponding data transfer on
the underlying system. ARMCI (Aggregated Remote Memory Copy Interface) [10] is a popular GAS runtime that has
been used to implement both PGAS languages (such as CoArray Fortran) and GAS libraries (such as Global Arrays).
It is highly scalable and has been ported to a variety of environments and platforms. Recently, a scalable implementation of ARMCI (described in [16]) was made available on
the Jaguar Cray XT5 supercomputer at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. It enables a highly scalable Global Address
Space model, Global Arrays, supporting mission critical applications such as NWChem [8]. However, overall memory
usage and reliance on network flow control emerged as serious limitations of this solution.
The hallmark of ARMCI is its one-sided communication
model and its simple progress rules that can be leveraged
as compilation target by GAS models. To support this onesidedness, ARMCI is designed with a communication server
on each node to receive and respond to asynchronous requests from remote processes, without the involvement of
the target process. The communication server has to preallocate one set of buffers to receive requests from every
remote process (even if the remote access is for a mere handshake). The buffer requirement grows linearly with the total
number of processes. For a parallel program with 64 thousand processes, it amounts to 1024 MB even if only one
buffer of 16-KB is allocated per process. Thus, it creates
an immense scalability challenge and limits the amount of
available memory applications. Such a large memory footprint can also perturb the locality of data accesses as requests
arrive in an arbitrary manner.
In this paper, we propose a technique called cooperative
server clustering to cope with this scalability challenge. In
cooperative server clustering, instead of allocating one set
of buffers for all peer processes at each server, communication servers form cooperative clusters and then distribute the
buffers for other peer processes among them. So long as a request reaches one server in a cooperative cluster, it will be
forwarded to the target server, and receive appropriate handling and responses. Cooperative server clustering dramatically reduces the memory requirement of communication
servers and increases the scalability of ARMCI. A request
intervention scheme is also designed to work together with
cooperative server clustering, and expedite the delivery of
responses to initiating processes. An implementation of cooperative server clustering is accomplished on the Petascale
Cray XT5 supercomputers, including Kraken at University
of Tennessee Knoxville (UTK) and Jaguar at ORNL. Our
experimental results demonstrate that, with little impact on
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Fig. 1 Typical usage of ARMCI

the communication efficiency, cooperative clustering greatly
improves the memory scalability of ARMCI. It also brings
significant benefits to the performance of scientific applications. Our experiments show that, with cooperative server
clustering, the total execution time of NWChem is reduced
by 45% on 2400 processes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the background and related work. Section 3 describes the design of cooperative server clusters in ARMCI.
Several implementation issues are then presented in Sect. 4.
Experimental results are provided in Sect. 5. Finally Sect. 6
concludes the paper.

2 Background and related work
2.1 ARMCI runtime system
ARMCI relies on a message-passing library and elements
of the execution environment (job control, process creation,
interaction with the resource manager). ARMCI, in addition
to being the underlying communication interface for GA,
has been used to implement other communication libraries
and compilers [5, 11]. Typical structure of an application
using ARMCI is shown in Fig. 1. ARMCI offers an extensive set of functionalities in the area of RMA communication: (1) data transfer operations (Get, Put Accumulate);
(2) atomic operations; (3) memory management and synchronization operations; and (4) locks. Communication in
most of the non-collective GA operations is implemented as
one or more ARMCI communication operations.
ARMCI supports blocking and non-blocking versions of
contiguous, strided and vector data transfer operations along
with Read-Modify-Write operations. It uses the fastest available mechanism underneath to transmit data. On some platforms, native communication protocols are limited in their
ability to provide all the functionalities ARMCI delivers to
its users. An extra communication server is created on each
node to service communication requests from its clients.
ARMCI provides collective memory allocation interfaces
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which allocate communicatable memory.1 On the Cray XT5
system, ARMCI uses shared memory with-in a node and,
uses Portals library for inter-node communication. The goal
of this work is to optimize the communication server memory usage and its impact on the underlying network at very
large scale.
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through a cooperative server clustering scheme that can reduce the memory requirements of ARMCI communication
servers and alleviate the pressure from an enormous number
of clients on individual servers. To our knowledge, we are
not aware of any runtime that utilizes a scheme similar to
cooperative server clustering.

2.2 Related work
The issue of scalability spans across a wide variety of aspects including process management, selection of connection models, data communication, communication buffer
management, as well as flow control. The design and implementation of MPI on Portals is described in [2]. This
has been a reference implementation for the communication design of other programming models on top of Portals. Communication protocols for different size messages
were elaborated. Bonachea et al. [1] recently ported GASNet to the Portals communication library on the Cray XT
platform to support UPC and other GAS models. Generic issues such as enabling communication operations, handling
requests/replies, and flow control were discussed. Tipparaju
et al. [16] designed and implemented a scalable ARMCI
communication library and demonstrated its strength in enabling GA and a real world scientific application, NWChem.
Both of these efforts have laid out base line implementations
of efficient GAS run-time systems using the native Portals
communication library on the petascale Cray XT platforms.
This work is a continued effort based on that of Tipparaju et
al. to improve the communication model and resource management of ARMCI for better scalability.
Many other efforts studied the communication scalability for other programming models. Yu et al. [18] proposed
an adaptive management model to improve the scalability
of InfiniBand connections on large-scale platforms. Sur et
al. [14] and Shipman et al. [13] studied the use of shared
receive queue to increase the scalability of MPI communication resources. Sur et al. [15] examined the memory scalability of various MPI implementations on the InfiniBand
network. Koop et al. [9] exploited the use of message coalescing to reduce the memory requirements for MPI on InfiniBand clusters. Chen et al. [3] optimized the communication for UPC applications through a combination of techniques including redundancy elimination, split-phase communication, and communication coalescing. Chen et al. [4]
investigated the use of compiler techniques that can automatically schedule data transfers for non-blocking communication, thereby achieving better computation and communication overlap. Our work differ from these earlier studies by improving the scalability of ARMCI runtime system
1 Memory is communicatable when all the necessary steps required by
the communication library in order to send messages to this memory
are performed at its allocation.

3 Design of cooperative server clustering
The main theme of this work is to increase the memory scalability for ARMCI communication servers. We first discuss
the original process management and memory management
in ARMCI communication servers. Then we describe the
design of cooperative server clustering and a modified protocol request intervention that handles communication requests.
3.1 ARMCI process management for one-sided
communication
As discussed earlier, GAS models provide a simple addressing model for data accesses in the form of load and store operations. These load and store operations are translated into
compilation targets as one-sided communication calls by the
GAS runtime communication system. ARMCI guarantees
that its one-sided operations are fully unilateral (i.e., complete regardless of the actions taken by the remote process).
In particular, polling the application by remote process (implicitly when making a library call, or explicitly by calling
provided polling interface) is not required for communication progress. This is realized by introducing a communication server (CS) at each compute node, along with other
processes on the node.
Figure 2 shows the process management of ARMCI. On
two arbitrary nodes, i and j , each has a set of processes
with their global ranks. Processes on node i are also denoted
as P(i,k) , ∀ k ∈ [0, m − 1]. An area of shared memory is allocated for these m processes. The lowest ranked process
P(i,0) creates a separate thread as a communication server
CSi . The communication server CSi receives incoming remote one-sided communication requests and processes them

Fig. 2 ARMCI process management
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on behalf of all local processes. To this purpose, it communicates with these local processes through the shared memory.
Every communication server has to pre-allocate request buffers for all remote peer processes. For a group
of processes denoted as Pr , ∀ r ∈ [0, n − 1], Fig. 3 shows
the request buffer management of the communication server
CSi on Node i. It allocates a set of request buffers each remote process, e.g. Br for Pr . The total buffer requirements
would be roughly N ∗ M ∗ B, where N is the total number of processes (actually slightly smaller than N due to
local processes), M the number of buffers for each process,
and B the size of a buffer. With only two 16-KB buffers
per process, it would require 1024 MB to support parallel
programs with 32,000 processes, and 32 GB for future programs with a million processes. Clearly, a more scalable
solution is needed for petascale supercomputer and future
exascale machines.
3.2 Cooperative server clustering
To fundamentally address the scalability problem of buffer
management in ARMCI servers, we design a technique
called cooperative server clustering. Instead of allocating
one set of buffers for all remote processes, communication
servers from different nodes form cooperative clusters. Then
the servers in a cluster divide peer processes amongst them.
Figure 4 shows the design of cooperative server clustering. A set of servers form a cluster Ci , which consists
of CS(Ci , k), ∀ k ∈ [0, g − 1], where g is the number of
servers in the cluster. The server CS(Ci , k) will allocate
request buffers for Pr , when k = r/g. For example, the
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set of buffers Br needed by Pr are allocated at CS(Ci , k).
The servers in a cluster cooperate (co-op) to handle requests
from all processes. When a request reaches any server in this
cluster of servers, it will be forwarded to the destined server
along with all appropriate handling details and any potential
response information.
Compared to the original buffer management at ARMCI
servers, this new scheme requires only N ∗ B ∗ M/g at an
individual CS, where g is the number of communication
servers in a cluster. N , B, and M are defined the same as
discussed in Sect. 3.1. If a large-scale program can form
clusters of 100 servers or more, the reduction in memory
requirement can be several orders of magnitude.
3.3 Request intervention
In the original design of ARMCI, the communication server
directly receives and handles one-sided communication requests from remote processes. For each request, a server
returns a corresponding response (or acknowledgment) to
an initiating process. This forms a direct request/response
pair and a simplified flow control scheme between an initiating process and a target server. Figure 5(a) shows the direct pairing of request and response in an original ARMCI
communication server. With cooperative server clustering,
a technique referred to as request intervention is designed
to process incoming requests. Figure 5(b) shows a flow diagram of request intervention in cooperative server clustering. A request from Pr will be intervened by an intermediate server CSi and then forwarded it to the target server
CSt . Upon its arrival, CSt communicates the response (or
acknowledgment) directly to the requesting process Pr . CSt
also detects that the request is forwarded from CSi , so it
sends an acknowledgment to CSi . The acknowledgment also
serves as a means for flow control between CSi and CSt .
4 Implementation

Fig. 3 ARMCI server’s request buffer management

Fig. 4 Scalable ARMCI with cooperative server clustering

We have designed and implemented a prototype of cooperative server clustering for ARMCI on the Cray XT5 systems
including both Kraken at UTK and Jaguar at ORNL. Several
implementation details are worth mentioning here. First, we
allocate two separate pools of buffers in each communication server. One pool is reserved for requests from regular
processes; the other is for the requests that are forwarded
from intermediate communication servers. This separation
avoids a race condition for the same resource from different
requests. Second, we support request buffering at intermediate communication servers. This is needed when the response arrives at the requesting process sooner than the acknowledgment reaches the intermediate server. Third, we allocate a single portal memory descriptor for transmitting acknowledgments between servers. This avoids the need of additional memory descriptors for tracking forwarded requests
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Fig. 5 One-sided request and response in cooperative server clustering

individually, and the associated communication processing,
such as binding and unlinking the memory descriptors from
the portals match list.
4.1 Preserving progress rules
Progress rules in ARMCI include checking for local completion and remote completion of data transfers. Our design
of cooperative server clustering doesn’t alter the logic or semantics of local completion. The support for remote completion in ARMCI is offered via a call to ARMCI_Fence.
The implementation of remote completion involves a message to the communication server to verify the completion
of all Put and Accumulate one-sided operations at the communication server. Our design of cooperative server clustering together with request intervention implicitly incorporates the logic to “forward” for remote completion requests
as shown in Fig. 5(b). This ensures that the verification for
remote completion initiated by any particular process Pr to
a target t is intervened by a server CSi and forwarded to the
target server CSt and the response to this verification sent
directly to the initiator Pr .

5 Performance evaluation
Our experiments were conducted on Kraken and Jaguar supercomputers (both Cray XT5 systems). Both computers
have dual hex-core Opteron processors, a total of 12 cores
per node. Because of the similarity in the processor architecture and interconnection network, we will not distinguish
between Kraken and Jaguar, but mention the number of
processes in our experimental results.
5.1 Latency and bandwidth
Cooperative server clustering is designed to reduce the
memory requirement of ARMCI communication servers.
However, it is critical to minimize the performance impact
to ARMCI communication operations. Particularly, ARMCI
makes heavy use of put and get operations. So we have
evaluated their latency and bandwidth to validate our design. These experiments were conducted across four nodes

each with 12 processes. For cooperative clustering, servers
are grouped into two clusters of two each. So there are two
different communication patterns, one that directly occurs
between a process and its targeted server, the other that requires one intermediate server to do request intervention, i.e.
forwarding.
Figure 6 shows the latency comparisons between the
“original” and “new” versions of ARMCI. For the new version, there are two variants, “direct” and “forward”. As
shown in the figure, all three have comparable latency for
small messages. The original latency is slightly lower on get,
marginally higher for put operations. For large messages,
all three are on par with each other (data not shown due to
the page limit). Figure 7 shows the bandwidth comparisons
between the “original” and “new” versions of ARMCI. As
shown in the figure, for small messages, the original version
has slightly higher bandwidth compared to the new version,
for both put and get operations. In terms of large messages,
two versions are comparable to each other.
These results indicate that our design of cooperative
server clustering has very little impact to the common communication operations of ARMCI. Given the significant
improvement on memory scalability (as discussed below),
we deem it as a worthy design, particularly when running
ARMCI on a large number of processes.
5.2 Memory scalability
We measure the effectiveness of cooperative server clustering in reducing the memory footprint of ARMCI communication servers. The resident working set size (VmRss) in the
/proc file system was taken as the memory footprint. All experiments were conducted with 12 processes per node. The
servers are divided into clusters, with a cluster size close to
the square root of the total number of servers. That is to say,
for 1200 processes, there will be 100 ARMCI servers, which
are divided into 10 clusters of 10 servers each.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of memory scalability between the “original” and “new” versions of ARMCI. With
multiple processes on a single node, each ARMCI node
is also allocated with a big pool of shared memory region
for intranode communication. In addition, the communication server needs to allocate more request buffers for an increasing number of processes. As shown in the figure, the
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Fig. 6 Comparisons of ARMCI latency

Fig. 7 Comparisons of ARMCI bandwidth

original version has a linear memory growth trend, strictly
in the order of O(N ). The new version with cooperative
server clustering reduces the memory requirement significantly. For 9600 processes on 800 nodes, the new version
requires only 34.7 MB of more memory in ARMCI communication servers, while the original version needs 169.7 MB
more memory. This is a factor of 4.8 improvement. With
larger number of processes, the benefit is expected to be
more significant.

the DFT SiOSi3 benchmark to measure the performance
benefits of cooperative server clustering. Figure 9 shows
the performance of DFT SiOSi3 with a varying number of
processes. As shown in the figure, ARMCI with cooperative
server clustering significantly benefits the execution time of
NWChem, by 45% with 2400 processes. This result demonstrates that the improvement in memory footprint benefits
scientific applications such as NWChem, despite the slight
degradation on microbenchmarks such as latency and bandwidth.

5.3 Performance benefits to a scientific application
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a widely used electronic structure method in NWChem. It is the workhorse of
electronic structure for its balance between computational
cost and accuracy (1998 Nobel prize in Chemistry). We used

6 Conclusions
We have designed a scalable memory management scheme,
cooperative server clustering, for ARMCI communication
servers and have shown its effectiveness in enabling the
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to study the applicability of cooperative server clustering to
GA and ARMCI on other petascale platforms such as BlueGene /P.
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